Stranger Things (Limited Edition)
Installation
Please remove the following parts
1. Slingshots inclusive rubbers
2. Flippers
3. Outlane Plastics
4. Left and right lower ramps

5. Gate at the end of the shooter lane
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6. Right ramp – please don’t forget to unplug the cable, three of them go
through the backboard

Tip:
Sometimes it is much easier uninstall the optos or switch at the ramp than
handling the cables.
7. Steel ramp

8. Left ramp
9. Backboard

Tipp:
Please uninstall both optos and all screws of the left ramp. The ramp is
connected to the backboard. The most easy way to unattach it, is to loosen
the three screws under the playfield and each of two screws on the
backboard (left and right). When done put the backboard with the still
connected ramp back in the cabinet.
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Now it is time to remove the middle ramp/canvas. Remove two screws on
left and on the right side. For the gate it is one small screw at the plastic and
a nut at the gate. There is also one screw on the moveable ramp/canvas.
Please do not forget to unplug the cables under the playfield.

10. Remove Gate
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11. Another two gates to remove (it is okay to just loose it on one side and
then push it a bit to the side)

Here we go… that’s how it should look like.
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Remove the protective foil of the rear side -then put the
playfield protector on the playfield. Please thread it carefully under the
spinne runder the left side and please even more carefully over the
Demogorgon.
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The drop target has the be adjust to level it with the installed protector.
In order the do that please use the marked screws at the target bank.
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After this install all removed parts. Now remove the protection foil of the
upper side The playfield protector should be slightly movable in all directions
even after all parts are installed again. He may not be stucked any where. If
so, please use a sharp scissors to free him up.
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